New Website Makes Finding Information Easy

Contract Services has launched a new website designed from the ground up to make it easy to find the industry-related information viewers are looking for. Whether looking for information related to rosters and training lists, Forms I-9, training course schedules and timelines, or safety bulletins, simple navigation puts this information and more at one’s fingertips.

New features, such as quick links to other entertainment entities and sister organizations, as well as a video tutorial explaining industry processes, such as how to read the Online Roster, make the site more robust than its prior iteration.

“Admittedly, our old site was ready for an upgrade,” said Todd Lindgren, director of communications. “Navigating our new site is much more intuitive; it puts the relevant information where viewers would expect to find it.”

Visit www.csatf.org to see all that’s new!

Letterhead Updated for Written Communication

In addition to other improvements to our external communications, we will soon begin using a new letterhead for our written communication with our clientele, the industry’s behind-the-scenes craftspeople.

Because we handle various administrative and training functions on behalf of our industry, we have a need to send a significant amount of written correspondence. Now, letters from both the administration trust fund and the training trust fund — including all programs such as Safety Pass and the Substance Testing Program — will have a unified look.

New Décor, Signage Enhance Your Contract Services Experience

If you’ve visited us recently, you’ve likely noticed some visual enhancements to our facility. Wayfinding (directional) signage clearly directs visitors to their desired destination, be it the parking garage entrance, lobby or a specific classroom.

In addition to wayfinding signage, we’ve improved our lobby décor and hung historical photos showing the industry’s behind-the-scenes crafts on the walls in our classroom areas to celebrate our industry and bring vibrancy to the visitor experience.

We hope you’ll enjoy your next visit to Contract Services!